[Note by Russell Bateman: the link for this text,
http://daveanthes.tripod.com/ancestors/aqwc53.htm
was highly unstable, so the text was copied to here. I have made some corrections to the
French. The Genealogical Department reference is the source of the d'Mailly (de Mailly)
connection with the Van Ordens. The validity and correctness of this pedigree is a topic
of some debate. Nevertheless, it is presented here for anyone who would pursue it. It was
news to me that Pierre de Mailly might be the same person as Pierre Mabille de Nevy.
Note that seigneur is not a name, but a title of vague specificity. Dukes, counts, barons,
marquises, etc. are all “seigneurs” which is merely the French word for “lord.” Note too
that Neuvy-sur-Loire is a municpality very much alive in modern France. The answer to
our dilemma may simply be that there were two Pierres that immigrated to Naarden or
that both are the same as has been assumed by the genealogist that made this
connection. Certainly, if he or she was wrong, his or her work has been at the root a
great deal of misguided pedigrees as other families than just the Van Ordens have
tapped into this work.]
25536. Seigneur Pierre D'MAILLY was born1 28 Jun 1542 in Neuvy-sur-Loire, Nievre,
France. He died2 1580 in Naarden, Amsterdam, Holland, and was buried in Naarden,
Amsterdam, Holland. Pierre married Antionette D'DUMOND on 1568 in Noyant, Maine
et Loire, Anjou, France,,,. [Parents]
MARRIAGE: Brenneman; ANCESTORS OF WILLIAM VROOMAN; LDSmf1206417:24; p 15
Pierre Mabille, Seigneur de Nevi has been regarded an the founder of the
Mabie-Mebie familly that came to America. According to tradition he had
estates in Neuvy which seems to be the present village of Neuvy-en-Mauges,
Anjou. Pierre apparently fled during the St. Bartholomew's Massacre of 24
Aug.
1572 to Holland. He is supposed to have been of high rank in the army of the
Admiral, Gaspard de Coligny.
From the Maybee Society files. The data is not verified and is possibly
incorrect.
25536. Seigneur Pierre D'MAILLY
1Genealogical

Department, Medieval Family Histories Unit, Address: 50 E.
North Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah, Version: Ver 4.18, July 1996 (c), data as
of 2 January 1996, 8XHN-8V, Family History Library, 35 N West Temple
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84150.
2Ancestral

File, Medieval History Unit, 8XHN-8V.

25537. Antionette D'DUMOND was born about 1555 in Neuvy-sur-Loire, Nievre,
France.
From the Maybee Society files. The data is not verified and is possibly
incorrect.
[Note: it is unclear why Antoinette's family name would be D'DUMOND since the
du part is already de + le. D'Dumond would read, “of of the Mount.” It would
be interesting to peruse the original documents from which the names
d'Mailly and d'Dumond were taken.]

